Employee Achievements

did ya know...?
What is different?
Hint: 5 things has changed.

EXCERCISE

YOUR BRAIN

The M/V Connor Bordelon was the first Stingray260 built and delivered
by Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders, back in October 2013. Some might
say that converting the Connor to a ULIV was simply its destiny.

A: Screentest
B: All-Star Game
C: Chief of Staff

A

Play again next Dockside!
Answers are below Blast from the Past.

BLAST from the PAST

Sigourney Weaver

Norma Bergeron

Answer: Monitor Screen, Bordelon Marine logo change, Pouch on Chair, Light Fixture, and Metal Bar on station.

Please visit our website, www.bordelonmarine.com for more info on our vessels,
safety records or company policies. Questions or concerns regarding this newsletter,
please email them to marketing@bordelonmarine.com Dockside © 2017 Bordelon Marine

Bordelon Marine
127 E Waguespack St
Lockport, LA 70374

Sigourney Weaver had nothing on
Norma Bergeron with her curly
tresses. The 80’s brought all types
of hairstyles as such. The number
one rule was the higher the wider,
and the curlier, the better!
In addition to few hours at the
salon to get a perm if you weren’t
fortunate to have the natural curly
tresses. Norma Bergeron, Safety
Assistant was nominated as our
next candidate for Blast from the
Past with a throwback photo. She
will get to nominate the next person to submit a photo for Blast
from the Past. Once you have accepted the offer, you will get to
pick the person. DSNEWS

Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders
682 Thompson Rd
Houma, LA 70363

Anchored in Safety

DOCKSIDE
“All In” on Subsea

Excercise your Brain
ANSWER!
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s many of you already know, Bordelon Marine is in the
process of converting the M/V Connor Bordelon into
a Subsea Ultra-Light Intervention Vessel, or ULIV, as we
have dubbed the design. The vessel is expected to be completed and ready for work in September 2017. With this
delivery, Bordelon Marine will bring its fleet of ULIVs to
three. The M/V Connor Bordelon was the first Stingray260
built and delivered by Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders, back
in October 2013.
She was delivered
as a well-equipped
PSV, but the original concept always
included the addition of an offshore
crane and subsea
outfitting. Continue on page 4.
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Bordelon Marine Newsletter
Winter Edition 2017

Notes From The Helm
Hope Springs Eternal... The market seems to be changing a bit, and better days
could be on the horizon by the end of this year. Although 2017 remains a very
challenging landscape, there are some signs of improvement.

T

he phrase “hope springs eternal…” is taken from the
poem, An Essay on Man, written by Alexander Pope in
1734. Over the years, the words have come to mean different things to different people. But I believe the meaning to
be that it is in our human nature to always find fresh cause
for optimism. Although 2017 remains a very challenging
landscape, there are some signs of improvement. Subtle
hints and markers, that
tell us if we are reading
these tea leaves correctly
the worst may be behind
us. The light IMR and
Subsea arenas, which in
many cases are regulatory driven, should experience a decent mid-year
Continue on page 4.

Success is the result of perfection, hard work,
learning from failure, loyalty, and persistence.

-colin powell
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Notes From The Helm

uptick. Operators have been postponing this work going on roughly two years now, and can no longer put it off. I think
we will see a reasonable effort by the oil companies to catch up on this work while rates are low, and secure the quality
of existing fields in the short term.

THE VESSEL HITS A SWEET SPOT IN THE SUBSEA AND LIGHT IMR MARKETS. IT IS COMPACT
ENOUGH TO DO CLOSE PROXIMITY WORK AROUND THE STRUCTURES, WHILE THE LARGER
MPSVS SIMPLY CANNOT. THE VESSEL ALSO TYPICALLY BURNS ABOUT 30% LESS FUEL
THAN MOST OF ITS COMPETITORS.
This includes Dive and Inspection work also. It’s not only the facilities that have fallen into disrepair, but the pipelines
and subsea structures as well. We see a fair amount of pipeline work on the schedule for this summer and hope for
more in 2018. Incorporating ROVs, Subsea lifting, and Live Dive, the ULIV was born to do this work!
The vessel hits a sweet spot in the subsea and light IMR markets. It is compact enough to do close proximity work
around the structures, while the larger MPSVs simply cannot. The vessel also typically burns about 30% less fuel than
most of its competitors.
We also continue to see good pipeline and IMR activity in Mexico through 2017. PEMEX has placed an emphasis on
new pipeline construction and this work should keep a number of companies busy though the end of this year.
The road will be long, and evidence of a consistent recovery trend may not be obvious until the summer of 2018. But
there are signs throughout the market that give me the daring and unfamiliar thought of optimism. Nothing is guaranteed, of course, and we will all need to remain vigilant on cost and performance going forward. But the market seems
to be changing a bit, and better days could be on the horizon by the end of this year. DSNEWS

Excellence is an art won by training habituation.
We do not act rightly because we have virtue or
excellence, be we rather have those beacuse
we have acted rightly. we are what we repeatedly
do. excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.
-aristotle

Wes Bordelon
President & CEO
Bordelon Marine

Continued “All

In” on Subsea

For this reason, the house was built forward with a vertical aft superstructure, allowing for the addition of an integrated mezzanine deck and workspaces below. Accommodating a large number of passengers in enhanced comfort
with well-appointed staterooms and office space was and continues to be a priority of the design. Some might say that
converting the Connor to a ULIV was simply its destiny.
The decision to convert the vessel was driven mostly by our recent success in the field with the ULIV design. The design has proven to be a very cost-effective solution for a range of projects here in the Gulf and in foreign markets. Its
reasonable size, low fuel consumption, and manageable operating expenses fit perfectly into today’s cost-conscious
mindset.
Once the conversion is complete, the Connor will feature a 60-ton AHC crane with 3000m of wire, helideck, integrated mezzanine deck for ROV and LARS systems, internal ROV control room, fully networked office spaces and conference room, two thru-hull USBL systems, as well as additional generators for full redundant power to all systems.
With the exception of the green stripe, the vessel will closely echo the M/V Brandon Bordelon in appearance, features
and capabilities.
The company is thrilled with this new addition to the fleet. The ULIV concept has more than proven its worth in the
Subsea arena over these last two years, maintaining solid utilization in an otherwise abysmal market.
Going “All in” on Subsea is the way to go! DSNEWS
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Captains

New Year, New You: This Time I Really Mean It. Well, at least I did.

Now that you’ve made it through the holidays, calorie amnesia is coming to an end and you’re officially out of excuses for splurging on holiday
pie and Christmas cookies for breakfast. We’ve all heard the expression “New Year, New You.” Was it your resolution last year, the year before
that, the year before that, etc? Losing weight and getting fit and healthy may be one of the most popular New Year’s resolutions out there. Most
of us start the year with promises to make healthier choices and exercise, but pretty soon all those good intentions fade away and our busy
lives take precedence. That’s why we will be launching monthly wellness topic updates beginning this spring. The updates will be distributed
to all employees and each month will focus on a new topic. While you are anxiously awaiting the first issue, take a look at the top five dieting
and nutrition myths to help meet those New Year resolution goals.

CORNER

CYBER SECURITY
In a November released bulletin, the IRS informed taxpayers their U.S. Individual Income Tax
Returns may be delayed due to additional security precautions.

The top five dieting and nutrition myths

You’ve heard these “facts” about nutrition before. Like many people, you may believe they are true. Are they? Here’s the truth about five common nutrition myths.

Myth 1: Excess
protein is good
for energy and
muscle building.

Facts:

Myth 2: Eating
eggs will raise
your cholesterol.

Facts:

Myth 3: All fats
are bad.

Facts:

Myth 4: Avoid
carbohydrates to
lose weight.

Facts:

Myth 5: To lose
weight, follow a
very low-calorie
diet.

I

f you file your taxes on line and request a direct deposit this year, you
might be waiting a little longer than last, the IRS reported. In a November released bulletin, the IRS informed taxpayers their U.S. Individual
Income Tax Returns may be delayed due to additional security precautions.
Fraudulent tax returns have been on the rise and are the culprit for the delays. During previous tax seasons, unknowing victims of identity theft have
faced a perplexing reality; their 1040’s had already been filed and the thieves
had made off with the return. This criminal activity is the result of conveniences we have all grown accustom to; namely, electronic filing, third-party
services, and direct deposits. A direct deposit from the U.S. Treasury is not
a new amenity, in fact, it has been around for about 30 years. One of the major gaps aiding these fraudulent returns has been the lack of direct deposit
account holder verification. In 2015, the IRS launched the Security Summit

ONE OF THE MAJOR GAPS AIDING THESE FRAUDULENT RETURNS HAS BEEN THE LACK OF DIRECT
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT HOLDER VERIFICATION.”

Facts:

©2013 United HealthCare Services, Inc.UHCEW484814-003

Desiree Loupe
Director of Human Resources

Initiative to advance strategies with state revenue departments and the private-sector tax industry. The summit consisted of several working groups,
notably, the Financial Services Working Group who appraised methods for
combating illegal return fraud through direct deposits and pre-paid debit
cards. These efforts significantly reduced instances of tax fraud in 2016. “The
number of new people reporting stolen identities on federal tax returns [has
fallen] by more than 50 percent, with nearly 275,000 fewer victims compared
to a year ago,” the IRS reported.
Online services and the financial industry have experienced substantial electronic breaches within the past five years. Many of these major data breeches had become a part of morning news, social media, and everyday con-

versations. In 2013, Target suffered
a point-of-sale breech that leaked
over 70 million debit and credit
card records into the black market.
A year later, malware funneled 56
million similar records from Home
Depot. These two events led the
U.S. payment card industry to make
the costly transition to the European style card and chip technology. Then in 2014, a group called
the “Guardians of Peace,” infiltrated
Sony Pictures’ networks, extracted and illegally distributed sensitive

DURING PREVIOUS TAX
SEASONS, UNKNOWING
VICTIMS OF IDENTITY
THEFT HAVE FACED A PERPLEXING REALITY; THEIR
1040’S HAD ALREADY
BEEN FILED AND THE
THIEVES HAD MADE OFF
WITH THEIR RETURN.
e-mail correspondence, personal information, and unreleased films.
The major breech of 2015 was “The
Impact Team” vs. Ashley Madison,
which released 37 million user
records, publically shaming some
users to the point of suicide. This
past year, Yahoo was front-and-center in a $4.8B buyout deal with Verizon. That buyout is now threatened
by Yahoo’s recent disclosures of two
data breaches. The last breach has
come under serious review by federal
investigators due to its sheer volume;
the largest ever; 1 billion user information was stolen.
Who are behind these attacks? The
idea of the disillusioned teenager, creating worldwide havoc from through
their parents’ basement is a relic of
the 90’s when some teenagers were

Bordelon Marine
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actually discovered to be the actor in a few attacks. While the promiscuous hackers are still out there, generally most
hackers today have evolved into organized groups. According to the Verizon RISK Team, there are three predominate
Fig 1

Fig 2

EMPLOYEE
ACHIEVEMENTS
AIMING AT GOALS IN 2017

[Figures 1 & 2: 2013 Data Breach Investigations Report (2013 ed., Rep.). Verizon Enterprise. doi:http://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/]

actors: activists, criminals,
and spies (state affiliated).
Brian Krebs, the industry
leading cybersecurity journalist who discovered and
first reported many major
data breaches including
Target’s point-of-sale and
Ashley Madison, recommends in preparation for
tax season to regularly
check your credit report,
freeze your credit, and obtain a PIN from the IRS to
protect your income tax return:
-Regularly check your
credit report. The Fair
Credit Reporting Act requires the three national
credit reporting companies
to provide a free annual
credit report. To obtain
your copy, visit https://
www.annualcreditreport.
com/. Beware, other third
party companies appear to
offer a free reports; those
sites are gimmicks. Annualcreditreport.com is managed by Central Source,
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LLC and is sponsored by
Equifax, Experian and
TransUnion. Also, be wary
were you enter your personal details; libraries, public
wifi access points, and computers that do not belong to
you are always a bad source.
Since there are three credit
reporting companies and
each offer a new report every 12 months, request a
report every four months
from one company as a
means to regularly monitor your credit. [Krebs, B.
(2017, January 17). Shopping for W2s, Tax Data on
the Dark Web. Retrieved
from https://krebsonsecurity.com/2017/01/shoppingfor-w2s-tax-data-on-thedark-web/#more-37821]
–Freeze your credit. Concerned you may be a victim of identity theft… or
as a precaution, freeze your
credit file with all three
companies. Fees and requirements vary by state.
Freezing your credit file

stops new lenders from accessing your credit report.
Before applying for any new credit, you’ll have to
contact Equifax, Experian and TransUnion and unfreeze your account. For more information on how
to freeze your credit visit: http://krebsonsecurity.
com/2015/06/how-i-learned-to-stop-worrying-andembrace-the-security-freeze/
-File tax returns before the criminals do, or file a
Form 14039. Simply put, don’t delay on filing your
tax return. In many cases, the late arrival of tax documents may hinder your speedy filing process, but
the sooner the return is filed the more secure you’ll
be. The IRS has created a new method for protecting
your return with a PIN by filing form 14039. This
method works very well, but the IRS has intended
it for victims of identity theft. With the widespread
breaches we hear about almost daily, it’s safe to assume everyone has been the victim of identity theft at
least once in their life - knowingly or not.
In the next Captain’s Corner, we’ll discuss cybersecurity and protection of critical infrastructure, particularly in the transportation sector. DSNEWS

WWW.BORDELONMARINE.COM

Excellence is not a skill it is an attitude, said
by Ralph Martson. At Bordelon Marine everyone
plays an important role in our achievements. It
is important to recognize those individuals that
make an impact and go above and beyond their
normal duties.
In recognition of their work and dedication,
several Bordelon Marine employees are
acknowledged as Employee Achievers for the
Summer Edition of Dockside Newsletter.

Skinny Shrimp
Fajitas
Ingredients
1 lbs Shrimp
1Bell Pepper
1Onion
Fresh Cilantro for Garnish
1 tsp Salt
1 tsp Pepper
1/2 tsp Garlic Powder
1 1/2 tbsp Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Corn Tortillas, warmed

Congratulations and thank you to everyone that
has gone the extra mile; your hard work and
commitment has not gone unnoticed.

Directions

Safety Technician

Devin Cadiere

CFO

Ari Ehrlich

Congratulations on your
safety award for your
leadership in the field

Celebrating 5 YEARS with
Bordelon Marine.

Junior

Justin (aka Kegg)

Ryan Kilgo
Director of Operations

This dish is a healthier choice for
fajitas and is easy to clean up. Preheat oven to 450 degrees. In a large
bowl, combine your shrimp, olive
oil, sliced onion, bell pepper and
spices. Toss to combine. Spray baking sheet with non stick cooking
spray. Spread shrimp, bell peppers
and onions on baking sheet. Cook
at 450 degrees for about 8 minutes. Then turn to wbroil and cook
for additional 2 minutes or until
shrimp is cooked through. Garnish
with fresh cilantro and serve on
warm corn tortillas.

Bordelon Marine

Celebrating 5 YEARS with
Bordelon Marine.

Celebrating 5 YEARS with
Bordelon Marine.
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Anchored in SAFETY

MONTHLY

SAFETY FOCUS

JSEAS AND THE TOOLS THAT MAKE IT SUCCESFUL
There are multiple tools that Bordelon Marine has put in place to make the JSA process as
effective and efficient as possible the Risk Matrix, The Hazard Control Hierarchy and The
Hazard Eye.

tially more effective and protective than those
at the bottom. For instance, elimination of the
risk all together is the best form of control and
personal protective equipment is the last line
of defense.
Each item listed on the Hazard Control hierarchy should be considered from top to bottom. This process assists employees in ensuring that the task is being performed as safe as
possible.
The Hazard Eye guides employee thinking
about what possible hazards may exist with the task at hand. The Hazard Eye consists of 10
categories of possible hazards that employees should consider prior to beginning a task. Once
a hazard is identified the employee can take the necessary precautions to ensure that the task is
completed as safely as possible. DSNEWS

EXCERCISE

YOUR BRAIN

What is the word
from the image
Example:

Aaron Elizabeth Portier
Safety Manager
Bordelon Marine

BORDELON MARINE
JANUARY
Slip, Trips & Falls

Bordelon Marine is committed to providing a safe and secure environment for all employees
and customers. Several tools have been implemented to assist in keeping a safe environment.
The Job Safety and Environmental Analysis (JSEA or JSA) Program is one way that this is accomplished. The JSA Program is a very effective way of helping reduce incidents, accidents,
and injuries in the workplace.
There are multiple tools that Bordelon Marine has put in place to make the JSA process as
effective and efficient as possible the Risk Matrix, The Hazard Control Hierarchy and The
Hazard Eye.
The Risk Assessment Matrix is used to determine the risk of each task using four different
categories. This tool is used to determine if a
JSA is necessary.
The Hazard Control Hierarchy a way to guide
thinking about the priority of controls to consider when assessing the adequacy of existing
or new controls that are or will be in place.
Several controls should be established to mitigate the risks associated with completing specific tasks.
The idea behind this hierarchy is that the control methods at the top of the list are poten-

FEBRUARY
Drug Free Workplace
MARCH
Hearing Conservation
APRIL
Heat Stress
MAY
Hurricane Awareness
JUNE
Fall Protection
JULY
Permit to Work
AUGUST
Incident Reporting
SEPTEMBER
Hit Cards & JSEAs
OCTOBER
Proper PPE
NOVEMBER
Management of Change
DECEMBER
Back Safety

LATEST PRESS

WWW.BORDELONMARINE.COM

A:

B:

C:

Chief
use your

brain
Once again Bordelon Marine was featured in Inside Marine Magazine. The article is all
about our DP2 vessels and how efficient our vessels are compared to our competitors.
As seen in this article, “A leading provider of marine transportation services operating
in Gulf of Mexico and across the world, Bordelon Marine is a model of market-adapting
anticipation and rapid response. But Pioneer in efficiency innovation, CEO Wes Bordelon, warns that the sector’s skills pool could become victim to short-signed cost cutting.
Report from Colin Chinery.” To take a look at the rest of this article visit our Pressroom
Page!

>> VISIT WWW.BORDELONMARINE.COM/PRESSROOM.HTML TO VIEW THE ENTIRE ARTICLE<<
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Answer: Spinal cord

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE IN MARINE SERVICES

The answer is on the last page.

CHECK OUT

NEW FEATURE ON PAGE 9
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